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Chair’s Report, Sept 2017 

Part 1: Fundraising Program 

Last week in Melbourne the board was involved with a special Fundraising workshop run by 
Roewen Wishart, Fundraising Strategy and Major Gifts consultant with Xponential 
Philanthropy and the University of Sydney. As an ecologist at Bush Heritage Australia I used to 
work closely with Roewen helping guide prospective major donors over reserves or in 
discussions about conservation strategy etc. Roewen is the Fundraiser’s Fundraiser and has 
been (cleverly) incorporated into our program by HMST to give us the best support possible as 
we set ourselves up. I know the comparison might seem a bit of a stretch (as these days Bush 
Heritage have an annual operating budget north of $10 to 15M), but I think it’s a good thing to 
be bit ambitious and Bush Heritage exhibit many of the qualities we are wishing to emulate. 
Namely: long term, independent, collaborative, science-based, focused on outcomes. 

One of the key agenda items of the workshop was what those in the industry call the “Case for 
Support” which Linda Parlane (Fundraising Director) has been working on with a number of us 
over the last couple of months. In practice, this document is intended as an internal 
articulation of why we exist: briefly outlining what the problem is that needs fixing, and how 
we represent the solution. In my mind this document should be or should contain our “big 
(compelling) idea”. The way I see it, while BA is obviously imbedded in central Victoria, what 
we are about transcends location and is a call to revolutionary change ironically founded on 
the old adage: “can’t see the forest for the trees”. Quite literally we have become too 
enraptured with the idea of tree planting at the expense of healing ecosystems; we are too 
focused on the small and the immediate when we have to be prepared for the long term and 
big picture. Tree planting is but one measure and more often than not we have too many trees, 
not too few.  

Another upshot of this thinking – as Sophie Bickford was recently told by a graphic designer – 
is that maybe our name should be adjusted more to the generic? How does Biolinks Alliance 
sound? Remember it was only in 2007 that Bush Heritage truncated its name from the more 
parochial sounding, Australian Bush Heritage Fund. 
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One of the key reasons why Bush Heritage has become so successful with fundraising is 
because of its sophisticated communications. They have a great story to tell and have 
developed strategies that tell it exceptionally well (a good story well told!). While we are yet to 
establish the kind of track record Bush Heritage can boast, we have in my view a very 
compelling big idea outlined by the following dot points: 

• Beyond tree planting 

• Independent voice for environment (policy) 

• Building community conservation knowhow and wherewithal (capacity) 

• Innovation and expertise 

• Focused on (ecological) outcomes 

• Helping people and groups to work together 

However, as we learnt at the workshop, it is ultimately the emotional hooks that draw people in 
with these sorts of rationale representing a kind of ex post facto justification. 

So what are our emotional hooks? I think there are as many as there are people, but for me, 
one that really works is this: Can we sure that the sum total of all the individual efforts of 
people and groups (across the region) will really halt species extinctions and climate change? 
Are we really repairing the environmental damage inflicted by European land uses so that our 
grandchildren know and love the environment as we have? In other words: Can we be sure that 
our current busyness is really being effective? Is this a risk we can afford to ignore?         
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